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Grounds for Change
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well they were doing. Some of these plants are on

The buyer and sellers operate on mutual respect and

ground so steep it is very difficult for a flatlander

work together to find the best way to solve problems

to navigate, let alone work on with any efficiency.

and provide the finest possible product. The

Yet that shade-covered ground has changed the

plantations, villages, and tribes are all autonomous

lives of people for the better and in lasting ways.

in their own area but work together to find solutions

The whole family, everyone from grandparents to

through the area council and relationship with the

young children, enjoys being part of the coffee

Doi Tung Development Project (DTDP). The
SALD model believes that everyone has something

process. Many are involved in the growing, grading,

to contribute and being allowed to do so means the

processing, roasting, packaging, selling it in bulk to

solution is sustainable.

by the cup in the coffee shops of Doi Tung. More
than this, they share in the vision and decisions in

It isn’t often that one gets to see true vision at

each step of the process.

work. In this place I was a witness to it. Not only

“It isn’t often that one gets to see true vision at work.
In this place I was a witness to it.”

I

n the USA coffee is taken for granted. And although here in the
Pacific Northwest we take our coffee seriously, it isn’t something
I ever thought of as a way to change the world or to solve social and
economic problems.

The Doi Tung region of the Golden Triangle

coffee. The full story of how this was done can be

used to be home to a major supply of the world’s

seen on the Mae Fah Luang Foundation or the Doi

opium production. In the late 1980’s Thailand’s

Tung websites but the difference coffee has made

Princess Mother, Princess Srinagarindra, saw the

to the people living there is clear in their everyday

rampant poverty and misery in the region and felt

lives. It isn’t the coffee per se that’s responsible for

something needed to change. Instead of attacking

this transformation but the way in which it was

the symptoms as the problem i.e. opium and

implemented and the control the people of the area

human trafficking, she saw poverty as the real

gained over their own lives and their destiny.

issue and implemented what is known as SALD
(Sustainable Alternative Livelihood Development).

It seems every family in the Doi Tung area has

In a single generation the people of Doi Tung went

some connection to coffee. The pride of those

from the poverty and misery of growing poppy

who own plantations is evidenced in that everyone

for opium to a comfortable prosperity of growing

we met wanted to show us their plants and how
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“Instead of exporting pain and misery measured in the weight

of bullets, people now gather in laughter to sort and weigh coffee
cherries that will eventually mean much more…”

do you sense the ongoing presence of the Princess

coffee cherries that will eventually mean much

Mother, but everywhere you can see the strength

more than a start to someone’s day an ocean away

of the partnership between the Mae Fah Luang

from where it is grown. Doi Tung is living proof

Foundation, the DTDP, and the people of Doi

solutions to problems are found not by looking just

Tung. Coffee is the means but the real solution lies

at the symptoms but also at root causes and then

in the people who carry her vision forward.

providing a way for changes to happen.

The simple morning coffee we take for granted

I’ll also add I drank some of the best coffee of my

has changed their world, reaching far beyond the

life during my visit.

place where it is grown to affect places the growers
and families will never see. Instead of exporting
pain and misery measured in the weight of bullets,

See more of Ray’s work on his website at
http://www.rlketcham.com

people now gather in laughter to sort and weigh
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